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New and Returning Faculty
Each college year brings not only a
group of new students to Wellesley, but
also some new professors and some who
return after periods of absence. Since
the majority of students are more apt
and more able to become acquainted
luith their new associates than with the
Faculty, the NEWS has conducted a
series of interviews with those mem-
bers of the Faculty who are here for
the first time or who have returned to
Wellesley.
MISS WILLIAMS
Miss Judith Blow Williams has come
back to Wellesley after a year of re-
search work abroad, a Fellow of the
Royal Economic Society, an honor
merited by her historical endeavor in
the field of English History.
markets
during the period of the Industrial
Revolution in England. The search for
facts was made chiefly in London with
a few flying trips to Rome and Paris
for additional material, and amounted
to plain "hard digging." Miss Williams
expects to return to England next sum-
mer for the purpose of "filling in the
holes," and finally "shaping her find-
The outline routine which Miss Wil-
liams gave of her year in England was,
as follows: she took the 8:42 car to
the Record building in London, stayed
British Museum, stayed there until
evicted, and then took the 5:24 car
home. But the results of Miss Wil-
More Freedom Indicated In
Changed 1928-29 Gray Book
When you registered, you probably
appropriated unto yourself one of the
familiar Gray Books. Little did you
realize what changes had been made
in the Official Circular of Information.
Here you may read and know all the
lout straining yourself
Gray Book are but printed recognition
of the new rules made effective last
spring: the new Senior privilege of be-
ing unchaperoned until ten o'clock, and
the extended time limit of the other
undergraduates' uncr.ape>-oned freedom
in the Ullage, from 9:45 to 10:00 PM.
Since these rules enable the college to
any case, in time for the ringing of
the last bell, the Irregularity values
all of one kind and is punishable by
two Irregularities.
One item which is new this year is
but an additional sentence on another
of last spring's regulations. Article b
under I, A, 4, in Part D now reads:
"A fiance may be approved as a
chaperon for a student after the
engagement has been formally an-
nounced. A student chaperoned by her
fiance must have her plans approved
by her Head of House if she plans to
be away from the dormitory after
midnight."
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)
COMING EVENTS
Tony Sarg's Marionettes, featured in
The Adventures of Christopher Colum-
bus, are to be presented to Wellesley
on Saturday. October sixth. Emily
Goehst has arranged for two perfor-
mances, one in the afternoon for Dana
Hall and one in the evening for the
college. Columbus will make an egg
stand on end and Isabella will part
with precious jewels ft
swimming pool.
The Marionettes* v
event in the Ath
for funds this year. The tickets will
be but one dollar; at this low price,
it will be possible to have double
pleasure of investing a bit in the elu-
sive swimming-pool project and of de-
lighting in the fanciful
On Friday evening, October the fifth,
Wellesley is being given an opportunity
to hear Mr. Owen Lattimer. Mr. Lat-
giving an illustrated lecture on Travel.
In order to give to i
sons an opportunity to know som
of the business organization and
agement of Wellesley College, the
Department of Economics with the
co-operation of the Controller has
arranged a lecture on that subject to
be given by Mr. Mussey in Billings Hall
on Monday afternoon, October eighth,
at 4:40. This lecture will present the
underlying facts con
terial equipment of the college. The
sources of its income, the distribution
of expenditures, and other items of
interest which will make possiole an
understanding of the college as a going
business organization. The extent of
the necessary business operations of
the college is little known, and while
this lecture is designed primarily for
students of economics, it will be non-
technical and will be open to all mem-
bers of the college who wish to inform
themselves on the important matters
with which it deals.
There will be an exhibition of edible
and poisonous mushrooms in the
Museum Room of the Botany Building
on Friday and Saturday, October 5 and
6. These mushrooms have been col-
lected in the vicinity of the Wellesley
Campus. All members of the College
are cordially invited to the exhibit.
MISS DENNIS
Miss Dennis of the French Depart-
ment has returned to Wellesley after
an absence of a year. During that time
she was acting as the Assistant Direc-
tor of the Foreign Study Group of the
University of Delaware. She
panied a few Wellesley Juniors (mem-
bers of the class of '29) who went to
France last year to study. The summer
months were spent in Southern France,
and then the regular school year was
spent in study in Paris.
MISS MILLER
The East is always fascinating, but,
when it is described by Miss Barnette
Miller of the History Department, it
spent three months of the last year
traveling in the Arabian-speaking East,
in lower and upper Egypt, and then
along the Blue Nile. From the Sudan
Information About Courses
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b of more general
3f last year, which
Theatre Guild In Wellesley
Each college year has some import-
ant social event which stands out from
the norm and serves as the peak
for aspiring comparisons. With the
Theatre Guild of New York setting a
precedent for the season by giving The
Doctor's Dilemma at Alumnae Hall,
the standard becomes almost idealisti-
cally removed from normal
Before opening in Boston the Guild
is appearing here on October 26. This
is an opportunity to see a play per-
formed and produced at the highest
level of dramatic expression on the
American stage at the present moment.
Robert Keith is playing the male lead
and is supported by equally popular
members of this group of artists. No
one who has ever seen the Guild per-
formances need be told of their power
to entertain, their ability to satisfy the
math which leaves a tingle





:or this remarkable per-
to be exceedingly low,
Hows merely making expenses.
seats $1.00. In Boston the
Presidential Campaign
Bodes Well For Future
toward one of the presi-
dential candidates. This is as it should
be, but a large number of these most
definite opinions pre based on consid-
erations such as the relative beauty of
the potential White House ladies, or
the type of head-gear worn by the as-
pirants themselves. In an effort to de-
termine the opinions of each of these
two men on issues of major import-
ance, it is necessary to turn to their
hem or on the speeches i:
so definitely partisan as to be practi-
cally without value.
In general the differences of policy
suggested are not striking. The tone
of the Smith speech is perhaps the
bolder and more definite of the two,
but it is to be remembered that Hoover
must of necessity speak in glowing
terms of the administration of the past
eight years, while Smith has the oppor-
tunity for vigorous adverse criticism
as well as constructive suggestion,
is to Hoover's credit, moreover, tha
does at last denounce the corruption
in high places which has occurred.
One of the impor
about which the two parties
tionally differ is the matter of our high
protective tariff. Smith attacks
present tariff, and at the same
promises that a Democratic adm
the Hon
tune promises further improvement.
The difference in these stands would
seem negligible.
As for our policy regarding other na-
tions. Smith comes out rather more
strongly for the cause of peace than
does his opponent. Hoover's sentences
(Continued on Page 2, Col, 3)
Loyal G. 0. P. Supporters
Are First to Organize Club
The Republican Club of Wellesley







Catherine Wagner presided at the
first meeting which was held Friday
evening, September twenty-eighth, at
Billings. It was then decided that the
following should be adopted as the
purpose of the club: "To promulgate
I.- principles and to promote the wel-
;re and success of the Republican
arty and to work for the election of
5 duly elected nominees for President
id Vice-President of the United
The speaker at the meeting was Asst.
District Attorney Edmund R. Dewing,
explained the methods of voting.
Since most of the college students are
from states other than Massachusetts,
strongly advised as many as are of
rig age to write immediately to
r City or Town Clerk and ask how
' may qualify as absentee voters.
ost all the states allow their citi-
< Continued on Page 8, Col. 2)
QUESTION SUNDAY
SPORT RESTRAINT
C. G. President Will Soon Place
Matter Before the
Senate
Virginia Onderdonk, President of
College Government, when asked for
official information about her plans by
the NEWS, states that she hopes to
place the whole matter of Sunday sport
rules before the Senate within the near
future. The Sunday rule as it stands
in the Gray Book in Part D, Section
A. Only the following sports are
permitted, and these are restricted to
the hours between 2:30 P.M. and 6:30
P.M., tennis, golf, horseback riding,
canoeing, snow-shoeing, skating and
1. Picnicking and the use of musical
instruments are prohibited on the lake.
canoes on the Charles River.
Miss Onderdonk will request the
Senate to consider these rules which
she said seemed to be "more or less of
a hangover from the earlier, strict life
of the college and are really without
much point now." In making the re-
mark, she was speaking particularly of
the restricted hours for sports on Sun-
day. Moreover, it seems rather an
ally, when away for the day, no
student may break these rules. A stu-
dent visiting friends on Sunday could
not, for example join them at golf
should they invite her to play.
Student Opinion Solicited
It was also intimated by Miss Onder-
donk that the year's program, which
will get under way as soon as routine
It i
large andnot unknown to America i
should be attacked in small as well as
large communities which style them-
selves self-governing. Tinkering with
the machinery of College Government
will probably not be a feature of the
program, but every effort to utilize the
student elastic committee will be made
in accordance with the President's
pledge at the start of her term.
Another mode of expression which
both College Government and the
NEWS urge the students to take ad-
vantage of is the Free Press column
subject of I
rules, we would be very glad to pro-
vide the means for placing them before
The Senate which will consider the
question of Sunday rules, as well as
all other such business this year, is
comprised of the following members:
Virginia Onderdonk, Chairman. Miss
Pendleton, Mrs. Ewing. Miss Lucy Wil-
son. /Miss Coe, Mr. Mussey, Cather-
ine Wagner, Vice-President of College
Government, Molly Danforth, Chair-
Judiciary. Mildred Hinman,
Junior Vice-President, Margaret Clapp.




Now in Progress. Positions Open to
Ten. Freshmen, Sophomores, and
Juniors. Apply at once to Matilda
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
OFF AND ON
Europe on the Minnekahda. says that
nothing in Europe looks peaceful. He
knows something must be done about
it; and the pact is at least "a peace
phrase around which public opinion
ones !o takv
Lest we forget the
presidential candidates other than
Hoover and Mr. Smith—Nor
Thomas, the Socialist candidate,
recently given a rousing welcome
his return to New York. He had just'
completed a record campaign of the ;
West, in which more than fnlty i
speeches were made in the leading
Western cities.
Dormitory would have provided. We
refer, of course, to those favored ones
who are occupying guest rooms in the
campus houses. And in Claflin at least
they have overflowed into the kitchen-
a raised platform
Bohemian quarters
A plan has recently been proposed
to found a federation of Balkan uni-
versities. The universities of Bucha-
rest. Prague, Belgrade, Zagreb, Sophia,
Athens, and Constantinople will unite
under the title of the University Union
of Southwestern Europe. In the inter-
ests of public health, prosperity, and
social and economic improvement, a
clearing house will be established for
the scientific discoveries. The Union
is considering the exchange of profes-
sors among the member universities,
and proposes a monthly publication in
French. Perhaps this academic union
will do more than treaties to dispel the
generally unfriendly feeling which has
characterized the relations of the Bal-
kan governments.
in crowded with rowiny enlhu-
one hundred and fifty-two begin-
; alone—daily block the passage to
bulletin room in Founders as they
le their necks to see if they've a
1-out." But not everything seems
three, four" has been abandoned
"Catch, two. three"; and of course




Hassi'tt. Head of Homestead, has suc-
ceeded Mrs. Wardwell, Head of Beebe.
who had acted as Head of the build-
ing for several years.
There is a new table in the cata-
logue room of the library, that is just
the height to enable hurried students
to find a title without back-breaking
more leisure and more to find may
search in equal comfort. And there
are new chandeliers, too, shedding
ample light over both tables.
L=]
And while we are speaking of the
library.—the periodicals are moving
down into a basement stack—the zero
stack, perhaps, or would it be minus-
Oakwoods i freshmen, that is the
Stone, and is Dean








of the United States in the nineteenth
century, while the first year group wi
deal with the pre -scientific civili/atio
of ancient Greece. It is hoped tha
the college will again produce a serie
of Greek plays in connection wit
cal day and age—to
practise of the law.
tirely that of resear
tematically studied;
The eflecU <
This summer Alice Montgomery. '30,
found a gray kitten, which somehow
did not fit into a New York apartment
as well as a summer home. So the
kitten came to Wellesley on the
Knickerbocker.—enly to find that she
was not over welcome in Pom. Miss
Buell, however, scouted about for a
.'uitable hunif, which Miss Wuite was
i
Last Friday the seniors had a class
|
picture taken. Apparently they were
[
clothed in their dignified and scholar-
i
ly caps and gowns, but the gowns hid
riding habits, gym suits, sport dresses,
' and almost every sort of apparel but
t step-singing last Friday m-ht,
Johnson suggested that we learn
words of some of the songs that
have been singing practically with-
their use. She began by having
;e present repeat after her the




> of peace. The Demo-
on the other hand,
definitely declares
tion of the past
that the principle
Prohibition ijm.-i.mu
The prohibition question is one which
is argued about perhaps at greater
lengths than its true comparative im-
portance justifies Both candidates of
necessity must promise enforcement of
the provisions of the Constitution, and
their personal opinions on the matter
I.' :i-latl ill
whethei inrhtlv or wroimlv
on this matter. Smith definitely sup-
plements the plank of his party plat-
form which pledges support of the
present law by stating that he himself
favors and would put before Congress
the suggestion of changes in it. He be
lieves that each state should decide fo:
itself the alcoholic content of the bev
eraes to be consumed within its hol-
ders, a maximum being set by Con
gress. The st
would control sale of liquor,
the
He
ment of liquor would still be a crime
the div states would be protected
while liquor consumption everywhere
would be controlled. Hoover frankly
states that he himself does not favor
a change in the present laws, but adds
for the comfort of wavering wets that
his opinion will not prevent a possible
Both candidates promise relief to the
farmer. Hoover by means of the much-
discussed and several-times-vetoed
tariff. Smith by the use of co-operative
of farm produce. Hoover
is this second aid to the
both favor t
needs of American agriculture.
The differences on the question:
imini'.:ration and the lavorm", ot
principle of collective bargaining in
b:r disputes arc hardly worth ment
1113. Smith speaks at greater lenijtl
the necessity of protecting for the 1
eminent, against private interests,
great power reserves. Bjth candidates
favcr the reduction of the complicates
ar.d the hastening of the developmeu'
and codifiers will t
gal experts. Writing of text-books
j
will also be the aim of some students:
and others will be interested in con- |
sidering the law as it effects humanity.
[
When we hear so much of practical
application, and so little of pure intel- .
lectual interest, in an art or science,
we are glad to find a great institution
courageously installing a college with
other than practical aims.
Engaged
'29 Bessie Roinley to John E. Eaton,
t\, Harvard '23, Harvard Law '26.
'29 Charlotte Salzer to Marion I.




takes the lead among ne\
fabrics for sport dresses
— style sketched





Filene's Wellesley Shop, 50 Central St.















DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATHY
PHYSIOTHERAPY
HOURS: 2:30 P. M. to 5:00 P. M.
Waban Block Tel. Wol. 0300-W
DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
Dentists
DR. COPELAND MERRILL
Vellesley Sq. Phone ! 5'I;W
We Maintain
Delivery Service
o make it easier for you to givi
CALL US UP NEXT TIME
Vhen you may need any kind o:





l*i ft "Yes — shoes at





Wellesler Shop 56? Washington Boston, 455 Washington St.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
COLLEGE CHOIR PLANS TRIPS
TO NEARBY CITIES THIS YEAR
come the largest choir in the history
of the college. Its program includes
concerts in New York. Boston
lesk-y Clubs in those cities. It
also planning three joint concerts wi
The following students have bet
























BY KIKUE IDE, WELLESLEY '22
last week in the
NEWS. Miss Kikue Ide. Wellesley "22,
was a delegate from Japan at the Pan-
Pacific Woman's Conference held in
Honolulu last summer. The confer-
ence was attended by women from all
the countries bordering on the Pacific.
Miss Ide came to Wellesley on a schol-
arship after attending a Mission
School in Japan. After receiving de-
grees from both Wellesley and Colum-
bia, she returned to Japan to work.
Under her guidance the Woman's
Problems Research Institute was
founded in Osaka. There she now
teaches government, science and di-
In discussing the position of women
in Japan, Miss Ide said at the con-
ference, "Economically, the women of
Japan have few rights; legally, their
property and accession rights are not
fully achieved; socially, their status is
improving, but there are glaring evils
which must be remedied if the wel-
fare of women as a whole is to be
cared for; politically, well—I feel that
suffrage is imperative for them if the
is to be raised. I do not work for
suffrage as an end in itself, but as a
means to relieve the problems that are
The women of Japan, according to
Miss Ide, are living under feudal laws
which were made thirty years ago.
She hopes to encourage the study of
law among the women, believing that
it will better enable them to protect
their rights in :
processes of law-making
said. "Legal knowledge w
women infinitely."
ROAD BY CHEMISTRY BUILDING
TO HAVE A LESS SHARP CURVE
obviously wrong. Probably no one has
noticed the improved campus roads
while almost everyone who has walked
from Tower Hill to the Library has
wondered where Longfellow Pond has
gone. The charming idea of a pond
wandering to and fro cannot exist in
view of the facts of the case. The bed
of Longfellow Pond is to be paved with
concrete to facilitate the cleaning of
it. There is no telling how soon this
working on the road leading from the
Chemistry Building to Central Street
The dangerous curve is to be removed
and since this will take some time, the
road may not be finished until nexl
During the last summer the road
Street was widened and the grade
changed. The roads around the Ad
Building and on Norumbega Hill were
e from Fiske to the
Botany Building, and another from
Central Street to Alumnae Hall. The
hill between Beebe and Alumnae has
been graded and planted as well. There
is a walk still to be completed between
the President's House and Washington
Street, and it is hoped that this will









Geo. S. Parker Offers Also,
Pressureless Touch, Non-Breakable Barrel, and a
* Guarantee Forever Against All Defects
Never before have modern style and effi-
ciency been so combined in a fountain pen.
36 years' experience, 47 improvements, 32
pen patents, five modern, flashing colors are
represented in this one pen.
Barrels of Parker Permanite are 28%
lighter than rubber, yet nan-breakable.
Through Pressureless Touch, a Duofold
eliminates all effort. The feather-light weight
of the pen itself starts and keeps it writing.
No pressure from the fingers—no strain—no
On each barrel find and read the imprint,
"Geo. S. Parker—DUOFOLD." That is the
only way to be sure you have the genuine.
In a special test in 55 colleges the Parker
was voted the favorite pen. You'll agree when
you've tried the modern Duofold. Do it now,
Parker Duofold Pencils in colors to match
pens, $3, $3.50 and $4.
*To prove Parker Duofold is a pen of life-
long perfection, we offer to make good any
defect provided complete pen is sent by the
owner direct to the factory with 10c for re-
turn postage and insurance.
larker
Vuofold^k









Beaver wool is an exclusive
alpaca woo
rlciselv resembles t
may select this, coal in two other
lur "replicas"—nutria wool, and
squirrel wool.
Boston exclusively al Slat-




Plenty of the fashionable nok< hats, tailored styles, and
urbans. plenty of the smart fall colors too. And for those
t'ho like the richness of black or brown, there are plenty








typical American ideas and accustomed
to a fairly free interpretation of every-
day life. If a college is trying to give
her a fine, natural and intelligent in-
terpretation of life, it must give it in a
fine, free, natural and above all in-
telligent manner. Unnecessary restric-
and the finest life philosophy of the
students should be dropped, not only
as superfluous but as detrimental in
stressing unimportant issues or in
hampering natural expression with the
result of putting consideration of vital
questions further away.
«Uw vc ;._»*- ::cd iU? rsint of
saying concretely what this is about,
you will be surprised to find that
we refer to the Sunday Sport Re-
strictions. These remnants of the
mind, which allowed nothing in a
college that did not fall completely
under the category of "proper," are
entirely out of sympathy and harmony
with the lives we all lead every day.
In this day of such frowned-upon,
youthful misdoings, encouragement of
a natural life and of natural thoughts
This is precisely the trouble with
listening-in, on nearly everything but
the radio, which, being a primary
source of information, is legitimate
and advisable. All those whose
tions did not prevent their listening in
on the nominees' acceptance spe
are equipped with first-hand knowledge
upon which to base their judgments.
Judging a candidate or a party plat-
form on the basis of what your seem-
ingly intelligent friend has told you he
has read in a comment on what Hey-
wood Broun or George Jean Nathar
has f the i the (
All column
the ;
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
For Republicans
To the Wellesley College News:
It gives me great pleasure to fi
Wellesley College answering the re
call for College Republican Clubs,
am very pleased with the co-operati
I have received at Wellesley, both from
officials and students,
that the club wiU be








! of Poet Readings. He has b
at Wellesley once before, in 1
t two college generations j
Then the poet was laboring unde
bad cold, but even after his husky v
was fast choking itself away, his i
dent audience called and clamored
more. He was then instructing
Harvard University but now for several
years has been a free lance of letters
in New York. In 1924 he was aw;
The Blindman Prize for Poetry,
volumes of verse are Sunrise Trumpets
(1924) and Cyclops' Eye (1926). His
latest publication (1928) is a prose his-
tory of poetry for young readers, en-
titled The Winged Horse, done ir
collaboration with F. E. Hill.
Mr. Auslander will read at 4.30 Tues.
day afternoon. October 9, in 24 Found
K. L. B.
now he painted bi
, that his thoughts
really rather droll.
will.
U Inle Republican Club, it
meetings any mem-
bers of other political parties, if these
members are Hoover supporters, or if
they are at all interested in the meet-
ings. It is hoped that the few meet-
ings will be largely attended.
It is important that every student
who is eligible to register as a voter
should do so, if possible. I am sure
that the president of your club will be
glad to give you information on this
subject, on absentee voting, or on other
prnu-ment of young m:
Why is it that these
One immediate and quite reasonable
answer will no doubt be preservation
of the Chapel Hour. If it is thought
that girls who would ordinarily go to
chapel will be drawn therefrom by the
temptation of sports, we might venture
to add that one so easily tempted
she went. Another reply to our ques-
tion may be that the older members
of the community object to seeing
young ladies at play on Sunday. In
this case should not the older members
realize that they are living in 1928 and
in a group of modern-minded students?
Should some one suggest that Sunday
:. complete
; the only
t Sundaymeaningful religion. To se
aside for divine contemplation
mockery both to anyone who refuses
the necessity for this and to anyone
SMATTERINGS
While ignorance may well be bl
times, none of the vast numbers who
have tried or are trying "to g<
education even at college" would be
tempted to prove the converse. Know
ledge, the key to the universe, the open
sesame for some to happiness, for (
to power, prestige and usefulne
nevertheless vicious and hurtful i
The would-be intelligent college stu-
dent, who sequestered all too much
during the academic year, returns to
the political battlegrounds from sum-
mer sequestrations only to sigh with
dismay when buttonholed by her
thoroughly informed friends, suddenly
turned political demoniacs, is more
open than the average citizen to the
temptation of picking up and passing
on a cleverly phrased sarcasm here and
Realizing that the ambitious adver-
tising programs of the city dailies may
fail of its purpose in regard to the
college, more to the detriment of the
subscribers than the newspaper
owners, the NEWS humbly begs to
sr, in this and forthcoming issues, a
' intelligent and intelligible digests
the political situation. In the near
future, we hope to publish articles ably
n by members of the History and
Economics departments; there will be
cuse for ignorance nor for smat-
minn-iKition when the big Politi-
cal Rally comes, for one of the chief
college is that all fwho run, i
pedal or walk may read.
Perhaps the new "
On and Off partments" which h
appeared in the first
sues of the NEWS are a result of
student bent toward cla^sincatio
sub- and sub-sub heads! And tl
again perhaps they are the outcc
of our earnest pledge to represent
possible interests. Certainly ne
^atheriim, a.s charity, .should hrmn
home. Therefore, On Campus. But
we dread the stigma of provincialism.
Off Campus. We believe
hould have its fighter mo-
least Off and On! Zest for
sport is a fact at Wellesley which our
newly born sport column is recogniz-
ing as such. As for books, they are
the core of the academic world, and
since most of us who abide here for
the whole four years are apt to be
fairly intimate with text-books. Biblio
File will devote itself to publications
Like Colossus of Rhodes we will
plant one foot in Wellesley and the
other—well—wherever it comes to rest
particularly the women's
organizing Republican
Clubs, for it shows that th
pie—especially those who
f the state and nation.
May the Republican Club at Welles-
>y have unprecedented success!
Loyally,
Alice May Ollendorff, '26.
that
affairs and the
Wellesley Thrift Shop has been
all summer, doing a splendid
>s with the clothes and other
articles which the college and friends
contributed. Any time that stu-
or faculty have things to give
away the Thrift Shop will welcome
They can be taken to the Thrift
Shop directly, or left at 240 Tower, with
Geraldine "Badenoch. Campus Repre-
W \IIT\KS TO PRECEDENT
on't speak—Telegraph ! " is the
o of our retired organization
presidents who, returning the fall after
graduation, calmly sit in the last row
of the peanut gallery while their tele-
grams of greeting are read aloud from
tage by their successors in office.
Western Union is losing some
EVOLUTION OCCURS SUDDENLY
FOR BENEFIT OF CLASS OF *32
There is one feature of the many re-
ceptions and their receiving lines
which is perhaps appreciated more by
the upper-classmen than by the fresh-
men for whose benefit said receptions
TO PREACH AT WELLESLEY
ict. 7: Rev. Charles N. Arbuckle, The
First Baptist Church, Newton.
ict. 14: Rev. Arthur H. Bradford.
Central Congregational Church,
Providence.
Oct. 21: Rev. Henry Hallam Tweedy
Yale Divinity School.
Dct. 28: Rev. Raymond Calkins, First
Congregational Church, Cambridge,
Mov. 4: Rev. Angus Dun, Episcopal The
ological School, Cambridge, Mass.
Nov. 11: Rev. Boynton Merrill, Second
Congregational Church, Newton.
Nov. 18: Dr. Theodore G. Soares, Uni-
versity of Chicago.
Nov. 25: Rev. Douglas Horton. Leyden
Congregational Church, Brookline.
Dec. 2: President J. Edgar Park, Whea-
ton College.
Dec. 9: President Henry S. Coffin, Union
Theological Seminary, N. Y.
Dec. 16: Rt. Rev. Charles L. Slattery.
Bishop of Massachusetts.
Jan. 13: Rev. Francis E. Webster, Christ
Church. Waltham.
Jan. 20: Rev. Bernard C. Clausen, First
Baptist Church. Syracuse.




Matinee, 2:15; Evening, 8:00
Tickets only a dollar
(Continued from Page 1, Column 2>
absolutely new. In Pari
note that one registers
leMey instead of returr
The Sunday Rules no longer for
movies. And according to Part D,
A, 6, "A student registered for absence
chaperon in person or by telephone
but it is unfortunately true that this
is qualified by articles a and b, which
restricts the hours and cut the saving
of energy implied in the article. The
whole regulation now reads:
"A student registered for absence
from her house of residence must re-
port to her chaperon in person or by
telephone:
a. If a senior by 10:00 P.M.
b. If an undergraduate of any other
anges. There is one in D, I, A, 6,
3. reading: "She may leave Wel-
lesley in the 7:16 train provided that
chaperon meet her at the train on
ml." This is wrong and should be
omitted altogether. Another error is
found in D, III, C, 2. a, item 1. The
sentence reading: "The playing of the
victrola is limited to 8-8:30 A.M. and
4:30-5:00 P.M." is, of course, incorrect;
victrolas are not to be played at these
times; such music may be enjoyed only
from 11:30-1:30 A.M.; 5:00-7:30 and
9:30-10:00 P.M. And the following list
of the evaluation of NEWS offices has
Editor-in-chief 9 points
Business Manager 9 points
Managing Editor 8 points
Associate Editors 8 points
Advertj.sing Manager 8 points
emulation Manager 8 points
Assistant Editors 6 points
Assistant Business Managers 6 points
Assistant Reporters 4 points
Freshman Assistant Business Man-
ager 3 points
In spite of these errors the Gray
Book marks another year of progres
in the development of our self-govern
the lllU.s-
of thos evolutionary
at used to sound so
Zoology 101. As the
ewcomers are muttered
r to the next, they go
Dugh tho e fluctuating
h are really of no great
constantly thro
evolutionary significance, and occasi
ally there is one of those sudden i




And the results usually attained by
ing years of hard work are suddenly
rought to pass when, by processes un-
nown, Miss Guessner becomes Miss
FREEDUMB
Me for the air—the open a
Me for the air upon my 1
Down with the beret
Me for the Wellesley wind
Let long locks fall, let short :
I take my stand
'Gainst ribbon and band
Hurrah—it's said :
Last
to doIt's wonderful being allowed
what you please and even travel on
trains without being seen off and told
not to lose your pocketbook.
I wanted to see Bunker Hill and the
old State House, but they told me that
the old State House is torn down and
I couldn't find Bunker Hill even after
I'd asked about all the policemen in
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Electricity
opens a new era of ocean travel
Miraculously quiet and vibration-
less, luxurious and swift, the new
electrically operated S. S. Califor-
nia, largest American-built pas-
senger ship, has opened a new era
in ocean travel.
Electricity drives the California so
efficiently that the fuel bill for the
initial coast-to-coast trip was
even less than the Canal tolls.
Electricity mans the winches,
bakes the bread, makes the
ice, polishes the silver. And
electricity cools the This monoer™ ;,
cabins and provides
"Jh^clC"^''
passengers with the S!E££°of"Sii
comforts found in the finest hotels.
Complete electrification makes the
California an engineering marvel
and a commercial success; it is
booked far in advance, a sister
chip has just been launched, and
another is under construction.
On sea or land, in every walk of
life, electricity is in the van
of progress. Undreamed of
yesterday, the electric ship is
a symbol of the electrical in-
dustry's part in modern civil-
„ greot ization and a prophecy
:i"tri; of even greater ac-
ll",££ complishment.

















of Good News should be ample recom-
mendation.
rston and his daughter Jane are
mystifying large audiences with their
range performances at the Colonial.
The Copley is housing The Bellamy
'ial, a murder mystery that is run-
THE BELLAMY TRIAL
than 1
mystery story has been the mystery
play. Each year sees a large number;
some with terrifying murders and grue-
some mysteries, others mere mental
puzzles. Of the latter type is The
Bellamy Trial. Here a murder had
been committed before the play opens
minutes. The
gasp ;
acts is laid i
nesses to the prosecuting and defending
attorneys. The moments of suspense
so that one is left with
question in each inter-
mission. The whole performance is
rather well constructed and quite inter-
esting and absorbing, never boring. In
fact it has as good a plot as an>
mystery play. And as most others, it is
spoiled by the usual conventions, suet"
as having the criminal the most inno-
cent-appearing and unsuspected char-
acter. There is nothing startling or
unusual in the play but it is enjoyable
..,'•.: h V
i that
will as well as being a
re-fire shiwer producer.
Golden Dawn is a lavish production
rect from Broadway. The singing is
excellent, the dancing of an unusual
nd the scenic effects most
arresting. The story is that of a white
aiden held as goddess of a black
ibe. Of course it ends happily.
Take the Air at the Wilbur is a melee
cowboys, stranded show girls and a
Mexican border locale. One Will Ma-
honey, a second Leon Errol in knee
manipulation, adds to the good humor.
At the Tremont, comedians, show-
girls and ponies are making whoopee
in the vaudeville manner via Just A
Minute. One of the main attractions
is a girl orchestra under Count Berni
The Hollis has the Frank Craven
comedy of the golf links, The 19th
Hole. It is the history of a young hus-
band who falls prey to the fascinating
types of links-hounds so familiar today.
CAMPUS CRITIC
26 Weston Road near Ridgeway
Mrs. Neil Squires, Hostess




Over Clement's Drug Store
New hats continually arriv-
ing from New York. Hats re-
modeled and moulded to the
head.
The defending ;
by E. E. Clive, the




obvious but gave a
extremely
satirical, irate, and disgruntled lawyer.
The actors whose parts forced them to
speak with a foreign accent were




last under way, there are many offer-
ings of interest along the Rialto. Sev-
eral bits of musical fare have opened
previous to their Broadway runs, and
others fresh from the Big City have
arrived. At the Plymouth Madge Ken-
nedy is tarrying a while, although she
is Paris Bound, in a delightful comedy
of married errors. Philip Barry's wit
and lively speech make this an enjoy-
able vignette of twentieth century life.
Hold Everything is one of the new
ones. Victor Moore and Ona Munson
with a good supporting cast hold forth
in this new musical treat at the Majes-











WHERE BUT IN AMERICA?
Where But in America, the pis
given at the Barnswallow's recep
September 29th, was preceded
speeches defining the '
and welcoming the freshmen to it.
Pendleton told of the first
productions, of the diffi-
culties under which they were given
and of the achievements of "Barn" in
spite of these obstacles. Dean Waite
supplemented this history of the asso-
ciation with an explanation of the
type of work "Barn" tries to do, of the
type of play which they sought to
present to the college and of their ef-
fort always to distinguish between true
drama and false drama in their work.
Anne Belle Wickham explained the
membership system of "Barn" and
urged freshmen to become members.
The playlet which followed was a
typically amusing sketch of a young-
husband and wife. Robert and Molly
Espenhayne. living in perpetual fear
and awe of their Swedish cook Hilda—
the type of situation for which Ameri-
ca alone is supposed to be famous.
The frantic efforts of the Espenhaynes
to conceal from Hilda their plans for
moving to the North Shore, and the
dismay and consternation which en-
'Terrible Swede" whose
Hilda have kept Mrs. Espenhayne in
perpetual fear of losing her through
marriage, were all admirably por-
trayed and called forth gales of laugh-
Molly Espenhayne,
planning to move and also slyly lay-
ing plans for buying a car, and Vir-
ginia Chapman, who as Robert Espen-
hayne, promptly squelched these plans,
were both good in their parts. We
suffered agonies of fear with Molly, lest
npailu.-edof Hilda,
that "a man's home is his
castle," but we were quite bowled over
by Evelyn Pierce's Hilda, which was
irresistibly funny. Our only regrets
were that the play was not longer and




ize 7'MO 1 /'. Simple Design, Pref
al.U in HI.,, k ami White. Due Oc
,1kt" 11 In Harriet Wn.-d or Rutl
'ELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
FOUR DISTINGUISHED WOMEN
We are accustomed now to seeing
women in all walks of life, going
way with moderate success, but
still thrilling to realize the outstanding
achievements of some in occupatio
that, until recently, it was thought b
longed only to men.
Miss Genevieve Cline has risen fvc
a business position, at four dollars
week, through successive stages as
student, to an appraiser of merchandise
at the port of Cleveland and finally to
a Justice of the United States Custom
Court, a position which any man or
woman may be proud to achieve. As
such Justice Cline earns the largest
salary ever paid to a woman by our
government,
New York's great new medical center
devotes an entire floor of one of its
skyscrapers to experimental investiga-
tion of sleeping sickness; the head of
of experience into her eighteen years
as a physician and is one of the most
able as well as one of the most active
doctors in New York.
In business the most conspicuous
recent example of a woman's success is
Mrs. Alice Seidler Statler who. upon
her husband's death, took over the
management of his vast organization
and now manages millions. She an
in eleven years from a young won
looking for a job as secretary, to
(hanmnnship of the Statler Hotels ]
may enjoy. When the Library at Lake
House opens next Thursday night have
at least two of your books on its
The Hunter College Bulletin com-
plains, perhaps a bit pessimistically
but still with justice:
"Can anyone tell us how many of
the faculty have i
our entire college
the expression now that we have at-
tained our Senior Year—we have met
with only three who took the trouble
to write out and pronounce their
names for the benefit of their classes.
The rest, judging by their apparent
unwillinuncss to introduce themselves,
don't seem to mind boint; addressed a*;
Um- And
Dr. Mabel Seagiave
and Johns Hopkins University, has
elected to the American College
of Surgeons. She will attend the or-
ion in Boston on October 12. Dr.
Seagiave, whose home is in Seattle,
1931 Compelitic Press Board
s of 1931 who
o try out for Press Bo
.o Room 30 Admmistrstic




in the army. She organized the Min-
istry of Education under Mustapha
Kemal and her brilliant intellect as
ever been at Turkey's disposal. When
Mustapha Kemal's leadership merged
into a dictatorship she withdrew her
sympathy and approval and so is now
forced to live in exile in London. How-
ever in the Western world her in-
fluence is increasingly felt, for she had
a very important part at the Institute
of Politics ia Williamstown, and her
:ind per-
STUDENT-INDUSTRiAL
Next week will be an important one
for any. girls who are interested in the
Student-Industrial department of C.
A., for the group for this year will be
us in finding out about factories. Trade
Unions, and unemployment from some
Brockton industrial girls we can as-
sure you some interesting discussions
this year if you sign up before Satur-
day noon. There are notices posted on
the C. A. Boards in Founders and the
Ad Building, and we shall be glad to
explain any or all of the details to you.
Adelaide Noble. Chairman.
THE MAID'S LIBRARY ASKS FOR
THE STUDENT'S UNUSED BOOKS
which you have no desire to reread;
the biography, which last year's Lit
course required for two weeks, and now
"lops'' dejectedly in the corner of the
elty for you has passed; these are what
the Maid's Library wants. A campaign
for new books is in progress. When
the girl who canvasses your dormitory
Wellesley
branch at 58 Central Street for
the coming year. We expect to
hold a few special sales through
the season, and at some future
date reopen a branch again per-
In the meantime we cordially
invite all students and members
of the faculty who aic interested
in books for their permanent
library to visit our main shop
.U >MI Dartmouth Street. Boston.
between Newbury Street and
Commonwealth Avenue.
At present we are having an
mteiestini: displav and sale of
Rare Printed Books from the
earliest date. 1450, to the Modern
Press Books of
HKKTHA UK* KI OKI),
Corkum Bros.




Tea Pots and Electrical Ap-
pliances.
Dr. Francis S. Keating
Dentist
r
Ifyou want to pass muster
go to the
LORD &? TAYLOR EXHIBIT
WELLESLEY INN
October 8th, 9th, 10th
Lord &Taylor















Silk Hosiery and Underwear
Ivy Corset Shop
8 Church Street WeUesle;
THE OLE PLANTATION
Fried Chicken, Steak, Chop,
Virginia Ham and Scallop
Biblio File
Although it often seems to
NEWS that it has reviewed everything
from cabbages to kings, it suddenly
: of time, it seems r
sary to discover a direct route o
the maze of wondering what to read
It is at this point in the game that
the NEWS proposes to step in with its
short column of Book Notes. Part of
the time these notes will be a quick list
of jottings on many books, at another
time it may be a longer review of one
book, or even a short article about the
author. All that is wrapped in the
panies every experiment ever launched.
This week the Bibliophile will be con-
tent with a rapid mentioning of a
few of the fall books that have caught
our attention. Everywhere we see and
hear of Anne Parrish's latest novel,
All Kneeling. In Ms review of this
book Harry Hansen, literary editor of
the New York Times, writes, "I cannot
imagine any type of reader who will
not find this book thoroughly enjoy-
able." Another novel has been written
by Bromfield, who calls his latest Miss
Annie Spragg. It is said to be "a gen-
tle probing into the twin mysteries of
love and religion and the confusion
that lies between them." The author




Yet another familiar ;
Edith Wharton whose
Children, just borders on the ridic-
In the field of poetry have appeared
two important volumes. One is The
Buck in tJie Snow, Edna St. Vincent
MUlay's first book
lyrics written sine
is that rather astounding, long, histor-
ic poem on the Civil War by Stepher
Vincent Benet. John Broum's Body.
But there are so many, many books
One must stop for breath
Then there
the
JORDAN MARSH FASHION SHOW
ADVERTISES BEAUTY OF RAYON
Outside it looked the same as always;
inside were the usual gathering of men
and their friends of the opposite sex,
the usual fresh egg and movie signs,
the ever-tempting cakes . . But from
a distance there came the subdued
strains of a piano, and slowly, as one
advanced, there emerged chairs, rows
of i And the '
appeared golden and bronze-colored
materials of wonderful beauty.
It was just the Inn, on Thursday
night, September 27, with its versatile
back room occupied by Jordan Marsh's
Fashion Show. Lo! We were startled
out of the apathy of long waiting by a
decisive voice suddenly welcoming us
in the interest—or perhaps it was name
—of Rayon. And those "transparent
velvets," and "laces," and "silks" that
had been intriguing us took on the
baseness of Rayon.
But no—only such a statement is
base. Though cotton may have been
used 3500 years ago in India; though
the Egyptians were accustomed to the
manufacture of wool and linen; though
the Chinese knew how to make silk,
Rayon, in spite of its youth, has taken
its place beside the four basic textiles.
"Elastic cellulose spun into thread,"
Rayon was discovered by a French
chemist, and is now third among the
textiles in the volume of output.
Whereupon there followed a demon-
stration. Janet Wood startled us all in
a most unusual sports costume of green
rayon jersey and trunks, and a skiing
costume of rayon and wool was only
when she climbed the platform and
descended upon the room in a good
looking sweater and skirt. Other "sport
greater, but others, we regretfully ad-
mit, of less style, followed in quick
succession. Once again the odd broke
in upon the monotony, in the form of
a blue "shore-frock," adopted, we were
made us rather glad that all French
ideas are not imitated here in the
backwoods of Wellesley.
Ensembles and coats made us wonder
at the infinite variety of Rayon; the
red lace evening dress with the black
velvet trimming atoned for the failings
of some of its weaker sisters. The
pajama suit, parading brazenly in the
Inn, appealed to most of us. There
was no end to the variety offered to
"Hitherto we thought that transpar-
ent velvet was real silk, and that Rayon
was a cheap substitute for silk." "And
after attending the fashion show in




Various changes in the Art Museum
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
The Tennis tournament is under way,
and the Billings Hall courts will be the
Forest Hills of Wellesley. Watch for
the interesting matches, and then watch
them! Harriet Creighton, Head of
Tennis, reports that over sixty people
-\e back of the Art Lecture Room are
marked improvement.
The Art Library has a reference U-
rarian in attendance mornings from
Two well-trained assistants have
been added to the studio staff (one
from Pratt Institute and one from Tu-
lanc University). An
>lrv An students.
The Volunteer sketch i
s-opened after being cl
In the galleries there r.
ings by Heinrich Pfeiffer of the Prov-
incetown Colony, and it is expected








Gifts For All Occasions
Have your Stockings Repaired at
MILADY'S SHOP
19 Central Street
'Keep your fingers busy with a Utile embroid,
the Ink,
.and all of the cheering
Pencils ..ml uiit-.tls. . . J 1.50 to $30.
CHILTON PEN COMPANY
287 Columbus Ave, Boston, Mass
lCMCton



















HAVE YOU SEEN THE
RUMBLE-SEAT COAT??
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
I The Sporting Thing
teis and hundreds of thousands of post-
cards directed at this mighty vehicle,
the NEWS, it came to the mind of the
editor and her confreres that something
was amiss. Not for nothi
of subscribers demand tt
as a weekly dish instead
yearly plunge around fie
sport itself is so much toi the fore that
r to take time
off to peruse a secondary source. As a
all your own which, while not up to the
tone of the Herald-Tribune (they can't
pay Joe Harrison enough to wean him
away), will yet attempt to keep you in
mind of the great out-of-doors. Each
week a different sport is to be present-
ed, its appeal analysed, its habitation
scrutinized and its better stories re-
printed (if possible!).
CREW
"Why are you taking crew?"
"Why did I come to Wellesley! Be-
cause its the only place where a girl
can crew. My brother was on Yale . ."
Interest in crew for its novelty as well
as for the keen competitive spirit which
it fosters has led 80 freshmen and 72
sophomores to try out this fall. A sport
so much sought after deserves scrutiny,
thinks ye lowly reporter, and hence our
wandering steps directed themselves
towards the crew house. (Location
audible.)
Down into a dim light-splittered
room which seemed to sway and rock
around the light shells, the way wend-
ed. Old Jesse who has manned the
ing with the suave fluency of long prac-
tice for the sheer love of it. Panting
figures line the platform nearest a wet
shell while hopping, blowing figures
stand ready to dive into a dry one.
Back of this, also warming up, the
motor-boat chuggs away to the evident
satisfaction of both Emily Sturgis and
Pictures of old crews from '99 on
were seen at the risk of knocking over-
board the clustering mobs. One look
at the balloon-skirted, puff-sleeved,
tight-waisted exponents of another day
caused grave wonder on the part of said
reporter. How had the sport survived
the suffocation?
But even greater shock was in store.
Upstairs hung a mighty chroma, golden
tinted, of the crew during the period
"Rowing :
Justice of the Peace, and m the pres-
to his ballot and puts both afflda-
and ballot in an envelope which is
sealed by the Justice and mailed to
the voter's home town to be counted
ith the votes of other absentee voters.
The mechanical part of the voting is
course of minor importance, and the
ub intends to devote most of its time
i explaining the Republican Party
platform and the character of its can-
didates. Next Thursday and Friday
loons there will be movies of
Hoover's life given at the Community
House at Wellesley Hills. There will
be several evenings . of speeches,
unusually fine speakers are ex-
pected. These will be open to the col-
lege, and notices will be posted at the
El Table. Let not the Democrats,





A reference librarian will be in a
tendance In the library of the A
Museum from 9 to 10 A. M. daily
help members of the college to fir
material needed.
—picture opening 6\8 inches.
I'li'jlish morocco in colors, with
gold tooled decoration.
7 x 9 inch . . . $4.50
The World's Greatest Leather Stores
BOTANY DEPARTMENT MEMBERS
FOLLOWED VARIOUS PURSUITS
fiss Alice Ottley spent two weeks h
July at the Maria Mitchell Founda
tion at Nantucket. In her study o
the flora of the island, she collected
245 specimens for the Wellesley
lege herbarium.
fiss Grace Howard collected and
studied lichens of the San Juan
islands at the Puget Sound Bioligical
Station at Friday Harbor, Washing-
the Bryn Mawr Summer School for
Women Workers in Industry.
Miss Lydia Walsh studied Alpine flora
at "La Linnaea," the Alpine garden
and summer laboratory of the
Botanical Institute of the University
of Geneva, Switzerland.
round-bottomed row-boats supplied
means, and a good voice the eligible
passenger. Girls sat two on a sea
sang as they went. Despite her muscle
tone a girl might be barred without the
additional musical tone.
It is a far cry from then to now. The
reporter felt quite young and giddy
after her brief sojourn in the gay nine-
ties. Rather abashed, she left to puz-
zle out the fascination at her leisure.
And this crew differs from the other
sports in the fact that there is no indi-
vidual honor attached to perfection.
The races are won by cooperation and
team spirit in the highest sense. The
winning boat is a rhythmic, well-oiled
machine geared to its highest efficiency
because each part is functioning evenly
and interdependantly. Consequently
there must be a very keen sympathy be-
Phonographs and
Typewriters To Rent
H. L. FLAGG CO.
DE PINNA
5tli Avenue at 52nd Street
NEW YORK
WILL SHOW IN THE WELLESLEY
DISPLAY SHOP
Today, Tomorrow and Saturday,
October 4th, 5th and 6th
:ir exclusive autumn and winter importations and
productions of Tailored and Sports Apparel
and Accessories for Young Ladies.
JOIN BEFORE YOU BUY
SUBSCRIBE TO THE NEWS
Fresh Cider, Grapes, Juicy Apples, Crisp Cookies,
Fresh Hot Nuts,
ROYAL FRUIT COMPANY
Delicious Pop Corn Free Delivery
n the mei
psychic prevail in
LOYAL G. O. P. SUPPORTERS
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)
zens to vote in this way. and Illinois
even allows registration by mail. In-
vestigate at once. Remember that out
of sixty-five million eligible voters only
twenty-five million exercised their
privilege at the last election.
Mr. Dewing explained that the
Board of Registrars or the Town Clerk
sends a blank to the voter in absentia.
This blank is to be filled out and sent
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Toward Dr. Grenfell's Work
: deserving; of Welles-
2 than Dr. Grenfell's if
Wellesley is particular-
Ihis year.
it lias gained a more personal touch
spring. J/ery vivid were his slides and
the explanations of this far Northern
field for service. The following is
quoted from the NEWS account:
"An old Bible story says that 'Je-
hovah was helped by Elijah.' Sir Wil-
fred Grenfell explained with personal
history and moving pictures at Alum-
nae Hall, Monday, March 19, the truth
of the above statement. In 1890 when
cruising on the Atlantic, his ship
landed at Labrador. When he saw a
man of his own blood—the inhabitants
are mainly of English or Scotch de-
scent—die of pneumonia in a mud hut
for lack of medical attention, leav-
ing five children, and another blinded
by
litated
'Dr. Grenfell built hospitals,
churches, schools and orphanages.
Most of the diseases were such as
lickets, tuberculosis and scurvy, for
which preventatives are most needed,
so the school children are taught a
catechism of health. The hospitals,
350 miles apart, are of reinforced con-
crete and flawlessly built, although
done only by a Labrador boy who had
had one year at Pratt! The main
difficulty is in getting machinery parts.
The patients are taught handcrafts to
keep themselves occupied. One crip-
pled baby was strapped to a board and
THE REASON WHY
when, and to whom, are questions
that must be faced. The first of these
can be answered only by a study of our
own individual budgets. The other
hence the Wellesley College Service
Fund Committee has been formed to
investigate systematically various wor-
thy causes and to administer the funds
entrusted to it each year.
leel that our money ttocs
urgently needed,
doing the name of Wellesley College
is becoming widely known as a bene-
factor to the needy at home and
The Service Fund then is our com-
munity chest, and it needs the help of
everyone in the college. No sum is too
small to give, but it is hoped that out
of the richness of our life here many
very generous gifts may be made.
Leiinie Phoebe Copeland,
Chairman of Wellesley College
Service Fund Committee.
How Yenching Was Founded
At Time of Chinese Crisis
"But why did no one ever tell us
before that it makes any difference to
China what the women do?"
The bitter question was flung at a
Yenching college girl by one of the
wet-eyed, scarlet-cheeked women who
were crowded into a Peking courtyard
listening, stirred and amazed, to the
college girl's burning plea that the
women citizens, a full half of the great
Chinese Republic, shake loose from
! WELLESLEY GIVES AID
AT HOME AND ABROAD






Yenching College. China $4,500.00
(Our sister college)
Salary of Miss Yoshi Kasuya 900.00
(Miss Kasuya is a Welles-
ley graduate teaching in
China. i
International Institute, Madrid 400.00
Colegio International. Madrid 100.00
Constantinople College 400.00
'One of the most well-
East, attended by people
from the Balkan States.)




(Reaches region north of
Montana which has few
places of learning.)
Northland College, Wis 100.00








Reed Home (Aunt Dinah) .
i Industrial school for
N. C. School Shows Record of
Mrs. Freeman Palmer's Work
Down in Sedalia, North Carolina. The
Alice Freeman Palmer Institute carries




girl was wheeling a baby
read in l' Virgil. She was
he English High School of
was trying to earn money
the that
It was then that the
dignant cry rang out, a:
accusation of all of China
and philosophers, fi
For thousands of years they had glori-
fied learning—but only for men, What
difference could the women make?
i.-tianiiv came to China. It dared
Kentucky Whites Offer
Colorful Tales of Mt. Life
-Mnuntain Whites,"
spuns. People today think of the twe
together and are growing more anc
more to add to their mental picturf
that of the Kentucky
sionary work in educational
]
Of the schools fostered, Pine Mountain








disease. These have been taken into
the orphanages with gratifying results.
When fifteen or sixteen years of age
they are sent to technical schools in
the United States. Of one little Scotch
a brother gave his life in Flan-
. Dr. Grenfell just received word
. the northern orphanage had
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 3.)
men. ami op.-ned
schools for girls to prove it. It proved
it so well that the government pro-
ceeded to start girls' schools too, so
that, in the larger cities, at least doors
from kindergarten to high and nor-
mal schools swung open to them.
But taken all together, these schools
were not nearly enough. Enough?
Only one woman in a thousand could
even read! True, ladies in jewels and
exquisite satins, with towering, be-
flowered head-dresses might chatter,
behind fairy fans, of the strange new
"ley were using, such as
d electric lights, as they
the picturesque streets of
a glittering




Tsung Hua School for Girls,
Central Philippine College ....
John C. Campbell Folk School
Penn Normal, Industr'l School
Palmer Memorial (negroes) .. 200.00
WORLD FELLOWSHIP COMMITTEE
ihe-i'ioi-e i Uiriher
"Way off yonder behind the back of
Pine Mountain 'Aprile' is our month
for journeyings, on foot or on horse-
back. The winter is past when travel
is hard, and one's main thought must
be holding the School steady. The
days for visiting are come, days when
the deep life of the hills gives back
refreshment after routine, ardor for
the next task. Come go with some one





an every-day matter to Mrs. Wang of
Tungchow as to Mrs. Smith of Chica-
go. A foreigner could count for little
in the beckoning task compared with
(Continued on Page 2, Column 2)
Please Note
That the Service Fund does
over membership in, nor con-
college organizations.
the Red Cross. Christian Associa-
tion, Student's Aid Society, Welles-
ley Semi-Centennial Fund.
b. That the Service Fund Com-
mittee prefers that no requests be
made for distribution of individual
gifts to specific
Pledges Should Be Paid
velopes to be placed on the plate :
Sunday morning service or in tl
lock box on the door of Room 2
Administration Building.
b. By check made payable '
Wellesley College Service Fund ar
placed in the box on the door i
Room 24, Administration Buildin
or sent to Miss Marion E. Stark.
ntry. Your
road may take you along the foot of
Pine Mountain. You may travel in
tion.
I the by-ways and branches and ford
Mrs. Palmer's interest made it pos- tne stream countless times in a dozen
sible for her to attend the State Nor- 1 miles. Everywhere you meet people
mal School at Salem, Massachusetts. | with time for you, and this impression
On leaving Massachusetts to accept of an enormous country with friendly
work, this young woman found herself hemes and ready hospitality tempts
in an isolated country church m North Vl " t0 So on and on.
Carolina surrounded by a group of "You stop at a tiny home set close
wanted to do and to be.
It's a long, long, story of privations,
heartaches, disappointments, sleepless
nights, nights spent on her knees in
Hundred of boys and girls have
lighted their lamps of service at this
Hawkins belongs
They found crude buildings
the chimney. A young growth of hem-
locks on the opposite bank of the creek
makes a beautiful play place for the
children. Here the nurse happened to
drop in just after the mother had





surrounded us when we first came to
Pine Mountain and whose like we shall
not see again. Nobody will ever say as
he does, 'You're an educated woman;
now tell me what was the most im-
portant event of modern times. I
heard it referred to just the other day.'
Or, 'Where is Paradise? It can't be
Heaven. I'd like to get your notion
abDUt it." When he is gone who will
there be to tell us of early days, when
the finest farm in the county, now
worth fifty thousand dollars, was
swapped for an old flint-lock gun?
Kis great-grandfather was kidnapped
as a chunk of a boy from Ireland and













our favorites, and can you wonder,
when you see this "sample" of her
boys? It is she who is the founder of
the Reed Home and industrial school
in 1884. At first she taught girls only,
but later it seemed necessary to in-
clude boys. The work increased and
became so burdensome and expensive
that it had to be cut di
and girls could not stay. It was d
cided in favor of the boys, who Au
Dinah felt needed her help the most.
The kept by
) depend on its farm and
ti friends for its main
as earned money during
ol plant inu- and wovknv.-
the crops and also during the busy
season lor gathering the crops and in
this way helps greatly toward the sup-
port. As the years passed. Aunt Dinah
has hired the land on which to farm,
but now the home is in possession of
me hundred and seventy nine acres
on which they have settled, and it is
convenient to do much more along the
industrial lines in the future than in
the past. There is fine land for raising
cotton and all kinds of vegetables.
HOW YENCIIINC WAS
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
a Chinese woman of equal gifts and
training. In all China's intricate
and cuimtrv lite, the evolunuii ol
thousand years of civilization.
place could be found where a
might add to her rich racial
heritance the mental and spiritual
discipline that might develop her i
itiative, her courage, her knowledge
scientific spirit or the spirit of servi




taught in its simplest form. The boys
also have every advantage of a common
school education and she hopes ere long
to broaden along these lines. Since
the beginning, she has endeavored to
make the work as much self support-
ing as possible.
COLD FACTS FROM LABRADOR
Established by Dr. Wilfred T.
operation—supported by contri-





One Hospital Ship (Strathcona)
Four Hospital Launches




4. Treated in One Year 12,062 Pa-
5. What others say about it:
(1) "I regard the work that Dr.
Grenfell is doing in Labrador as one of
the most simple, direct and vital ap-
plications of the Gospel of Christ to




(2) "It is such a helpful, splendid
piece of work that we must not allow
it to languish. Indeed, we must push
it forward, amplify it and make it per-
manent."—Ma;. Gen. Leonard Wood.
N;i' [..iiii;
versitir- m England or America
how few! Some, too, returned
the long absence alien in spirit to W. C. A.
China's most intimate and fundamen- | Kyrias
tal problems. There must be
"Practical help is the b<
sion of friendship." said
Coolidge. "The aid we may give out
of our abundance to those less for-
tunately situated than we should be
of great value in bringing about the
application of the Golden Rule to
I he .settlement <>t misuiiilerslandiii'js
among nations as well as among
t Wellesley madnaie,
geon in India.)
Dr. Hume, for personal u
American Friends ol Greece .. 100.00
French orphans 292.00
Mission to Lepers 50.0
World Christian Student Fed-
eration 100.C
N. E. Grenfell Association, La-
brador 200.00
Nam n Armenian and Indian
Relief
Daily Vacation Bible School . . :
Bryn Mawr School for Women
Workers :
Migrant Community Work . . . 50.00
Consumer's League of Boston 25.0
Wellesley Missionary 50.0
Wellesley Friendly Aid 100.0
Wellesley Convalescent Home 100.0
Special, 1927-28
Citee Universitaire (Paris) .. 120.0
ScliMl,u>lnps, Children East
Lodge 105.C












My dear Miss Copeland.
The same day your very great bless-
ing reached me I was deeply worried
and had asked the Lord for help. I had
no dreams how it would come. I at
once paid 50 dollars on the note at the
bank and bought food with the rest.
We are having so many storms that
crops are set back and everything is so
much higher that it looks as if there
will be much suffering. I am indeed
thankful for your aid at this time.
May the dear Lord bless and greatly
reward your great kindness.
With Love and thanks to all,
I am yours sincerely,
list.
em have completed their eduea-
and become self-supporting the
of dependents 1
Only seven still remain u
wings of the college—those
Villette,
Chere Madame.




I have been requested by the repre
sentatives of different groups of refu
gees, to express to you, the gratitude
of these unfortunate people for the
American Women's Hospitals si
made possible by your interest
Thon.-ands upon
ands of sick and homeless people
lostly women and children, have beer
ared for, and thousands are alive and
fell today, who, without this saving
But this work is not yet fin
Our hospitals and clinics are conducted
in districts where communicable
diseases are prevalent, black




des jeunes nlles qui
. Maman a
votre part la
-rand ;j.cneresite envers moi. Je
ien content je peux faire quelque
Marriane je vous ecrirai pour
es resultats du concert.
a toutes les jeunes filles mes




YENCHING'S GATEWAY TO KNOWLEDGE
to an eighteen-year-old house just get-
ting its first window. 'Maw has alius
been afeerd someun would see in if
persuaded her to take this radical step.
The little three-roomed house with
only one outside door and its first win-
dow just being sawed out is like a frail
fortress testifying to the lonely fears
of this country where one's own hand
and wit alone can protect him from a
chance passer-by who has had too
much moonshine and may shoot reck-
lessly without knowing what he is do-
ing. This is the home of a famous
cow doctor, often called in to aid a
woman in travail. 'Stay and eat with
Thar's hog and
DR. GRENFELL'S WORK
(Continued from Page 1, Col.
fifty children
"Much has been done of an economic
and industrial nature. Stores on an
absolutely cash basis are reducing
debts. The people are learning to
weave rugs and materials that are fast
bee; mill:/ popular.
"There are two difficulties in this
work of Dr. Grenfell's. One is lack of
sufficient funds, and the other is al-
< Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
later served in the Revolutionary War
as one of Washington's bodyguard.
'They call them staffs now,' Uncle
Chad explains.
the homes of forgotten men and
women who somehow keep alive the
ancient fires, whose hospitality, family
devotion, gentleness, ;
: exchange of benefits
Student Help
kin stand '
"it is American college students who
aid Dr. Grenfell. His secretary is a
graduate of Pennsylvania. Each year
about one hundred boys and girls go
north to lend a hand where needed.
"Moving pictures taken by a Yale
student and the first to be made in
Labrador, were shown of a wrecked
ship which drifted to shore, and the
sight of the Eskimoes discovering the
art of chewing gum found in the hold,
its and other reactions of the people to
scued articles of civilization were
lg. Pictures of the natural
y were astoundingly beautiful
ose of the people themselves and
buildings clarified the descrip-
creasin 1/ suffering and death among
people who have already suffered more
than any group in the world during the
What shall we c
iiiiiuv.: back not yet in sic
fith gratitude and hope.
Esther Lovejoy.
Mrs. Palmer's Work
who had gone :
This was the beginning of
day for the institute and
creased until, on January Is
generous offer put the school i
Dear Friend,
given this chance to write to you. I
thank you ever so much for keeping
the doors of the Penn School open so
that I might get an education that will
help those who are not as fortunate as
I am in the tenth grade. The sub-
are Psychology. Physiology. English
Composition, Agriculture, English Liter-
ature, History and Sewing. I am very
,11 of these subjects and
master them the best way I
the Y. W. C. A.
urcainzations that I
ntsrested in and they




SHADES OP MARY HEMENWAY!
JUNIOR CLASS, CONSTANTINOPLE COLLEGE
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
TALLY OF NEW FACULTY SHOWS
COLLEGE ATTRACTS SCHOLARS
Another new member of the Spanish
Department is Senorita Fano—a chari
ing person who was perfectly willing
tell us about herself but who was si
'it would be very dry and unintere:
ing." She has taught for three years
the University of Porto Rico—whi
ranks with Columbia University. A:
this is the first time that she h
taught in America. When we ask
whether she found us very different
peculiar, she said "No," that we a
not peculiar—but that her work is
very different that she has not yet b
lectured on Spanish Literature to pe
pie whose language was Spanish, b
beginners. During the three years at
the University of Porto Rico, Senorita
Fano also taught beginning French.
Before she went to the University of
Porto Rico the Senorita taught for a
year at the Corlegio Puertorriquerio,
in Porto Rico. Since the University
was co-educational, Senorita Fano has
had a taste of a co-ed college and an
all-girls' school—but never before of a
girls' college.
Mr. Lorimer
Mr. Frank Lorimer, who is taking the
place of Mr. McBride, who is n<
Columbia, is a Yale graduate. Although
a member of the Economics Depart
of psychology, and he hopes to publish
the Development of Language and
Growth of Reason, which takes up
relation of speech growth to the i
velopment of reason.








Professor of Hygmnr and Resident Phy-
sician at Connecticut College in 1915,
[-U1




east side of New York. Last year he
was Assistant Professor of Philosophy
and Psychology at Wells College in the
absence of Professor Ivy Campbell. In
addition to teaching the History of In-
stitutions and History of Social Theory
here, Mr. Lorimer is planning to work
for a doctor's degree with John Dewey
of Columbia.
Miss Jebb
Miss Eglantine M. Jebb, who was so
well recommended to Wellesley by Miss
Darbishire. has taken her place in the
faculty. Miss Jebb is an Englishwoman
who took a first class in the Honours
School at Oxford and later assisted
Miss Darbishire as tutor and lecturer
in Somerville College, Oxford. After-
wards she was appointed lecturer at
the Training Department. Birmingham
University. Here she worked with
groups of Mr. de Selincourt's students.
She is already proving valid the high
recommendations as scholar, speaker,
debater, teacher and "woman of wide
interests" which preceded her here.
Miss Jebb has distinguished herself in
her edition of Sheridan's The School
for Scandal, published by the Oxford
University Press.
Miss Appleton
Miss Appleton, who has come to
Wellesley to give Miss Overacker's
courses in government, graduated and
took her Ph.D. in American History
from Brown University. Since then,
she has taught history and political
science at the Lincoln School in
Providence, and been tutor in Euro-
pean history at Wheaton College.
Dr. Rondinella
Among the new faculty appointments,
one of the most interesting is that of
Dr. Annina C. Rondinella. It is be-
Wellesley is the first of the women's
colleges to have a Consulting Opthal-
mologist.
Dr. Rondinella is a graduate of the
Woman's Medical College of Pennsyl-
vania in the class of 1899. She was
Sub-Dean and Demonstrator in Op-
thalmology and Pathology there from
1900 until 1904. She then practiced in
Philadelphia, specializing in the eye.
eye clinic for the school child
Dr. Rondinella is a member of
of the Morrison Hospital in Whitefield,
New Hampshire, and also a member of
the American Medical Association.
Mile. Quarre
Mile. Quarre, a new instructor in the
French Department, taught last year
in the Ecole Sophie Germain in Paris.
Mile. Monnier
Mile. Monnier, also a newcomer in
Wellesley French circles, has taught in
the Ecole Normal at Macon.
Miss Conant
Columbia sends us another faculty
member. Miss Ruth Conant. now in-
or In the English Literature De-
partment, has recently taken her M.A.
that University. She previously
duated from the University of Cali-
;iia, with the class of 1924.
Miss Hunter
The career of Miss Louise Hunter, of
e class of '27, gives proof of
done with a science major. She has
r the past year been assisting
ries just outside of Providence. Aside
am office work she gained valuable
experience in practical work, particu-
larly by propagating evergreens. This
the Botany department.
Mr. Robinson
Mr. Raymond Robinson has returned
to the Music Department after an ab-
sence of several years. In 1919 he was
here as an Instructor in Musical The-
ory. Mr. Robinson is the organist in
King's Chapel, Boston.
Miss Waterman
Those who are majoring in Zoology.
leaving the home-like atmosphere of
pleasant little Zoology building,
might consult Miss Harriet Waterman
about a very interesting way to spend
e years. Since leaving Wellesley
; Waterman has been studying foi
Ph.D. She took courses in Colum-
and studied anatomy in medical
school. She also worked with Dr. Greg-
n the American Museum of Nat-
History in New York City, on the
An J<! II
. Oii-
Miss Lalmli Curry, Wellesley '1>4. is a
ie Wellesley faculty. She
already received her Ph.D. from
Washington University in St. Louis for
ork on the cytology and
physiology of kidney cells.
may now even combine Physics
personnel work! Miss Dorothy
Weeks, a graduate of Wellesley in '16,
eceived a Master of Science Degree
rom Simmons in '22, and another from
he Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology the following year. She then
Jordan Marsh Company interviewing
electing girls for positions. She
ow returned as instructor in the
;s Department and at the same
is studying for her Ph.D. in
Mathematical Physies ai Massachusetts
nstitute of Technology. Three years
go .Miss Weeks gave a Vocational lec-
ure here concerning hei experiences.
Miss Shircy
After two years of teaching physics
id electrical engineering at Ely Junior
College, Ely. Minnesota, and another in
Department of Physics of the Uni-
(iavle Shu
Following in her sister's steps MLss
Lchmeyer of the German Department
to Wellesley for her first experi-
if American educational systems.
Miss Lohmeyer has taught in Ger-
..";(.. 'dsi\e
RETURNING FACULTY
as Petra, a marvelous city of red
dead since I lie days of the Romans
buried in the sands unl
century excavation. After several weeks
in Bagdad, Miss Miller ended her trip
by a four-month residence in Angora
and Constantinople, where she watched
the political conditions and completed
a piece of research on an interesting
old palace, home of the Turkish Sul-
FRAU HANKAMER
Edda Tille Hankamer returns to
rman Department after a year
ihing in the University of Co-
Philology, the History of Phi-
and Middle Dutch are her spe-
MR. BARR
Mr. Alfred H. Ban- has returned to
,e Art Department after spending
ne months abroad and then three in
is country. When in Europe he gave
particular attention to modern archi-
ve, Northern Painting, and iconog-
raphy in Russia.
MME.
Mine. Henrietta Andrieu. Associate
Professor of French, is returning after
lege welcomes her back.
MLLE. RUET
Mile. Ruet, after her sununer vaca-
tion in the country, spent a winter in
Paris, but she tells us that she success-
fully, though reluctantly, evaded friends
and family, and avoided all those streets
and operas and theaters which intrigue
the inhabitants of her city. In seclu-
sion near the Sorbonne, Mile. Ruet
spent the year studying for l'Agrega-
tion. This consists of a written exami-
nation in June and an oral one in July,
and admits the fortunate few who pass
to very good government teaching po-
sitions. Mile. Ruet, thoroughly rested
after these labors, is now privileged
teach English literature in France.
MISS McCOSH
Miss Gladvs McCush. who has b*
as Dr. McCosh, having receh
Ph.D. for her work in ecology a
ral history. Her work was done
study of insects, her thesis benv.
:mbryological lines. When a ]
Zoology building is completed, it
possible to give a course on this s
ject.
MISS AUSTIN
er assisting in the Departmeni
Zoology for two years following
graduation from Wellesley in 1920, Miss
duties of an insl
Zoology, spent three j
ia University studying
The subject for her tl
was protcz jology. Miss Austin has
teaching at Barnard College in tht
tervening years.
MISS KAAN
Helen Kaan returns to the
ology department again from Whe
MISS WATERMAN COMPLETING
VALUABLE ECONOMIC RESEARCH
i some new faculty members to
taff. Miss Elizabeth waterman
taken over courses in 101 and
s in grade three. Two years ago
completing her work at Rad-
and passing her examinations
he Degree of Doctor of Philoso-
Miss Waterman was offered a
ley Traveling Fellowship for a
in England. This gave her an
•tunity to pursue material for her
thesis on Wages and Standards of Liv-
i the Eighteenth Century.
recurds whieh MK> Wvemun
wen- kepi in County Session,
taking in all the provinces of Eng-
land, the Whitley Traveling Fellow-
ship was extended to Miss Waterman
The : the
.siaristies winch she was t;arhcnni; and
the fact that they had never been
used before, made her work especial-
ly valuable. While in London Miss
Waterman did some work under Mr.
Tawney at the London School of
Economics.
In seeking her documents, an ex-
cellent opportunity was offered to Miss
Waterman to observe Englishmen of
all. classes. Great hospitality was
shown to her all over England, es-
pecially by officials in charge of the
records necessary to a study of wages.
Although class distinctions in England
are stronger than in America, the
Worker's Education movement has
been more developed and highly or-
ganized there than here. Probably one
reason for this is the great satisfaction
which Englishmen have in their own
position, whereas in this coun'try each
person aims to raise his pecuniary po-
sition, and hence, as popularly consid-
Miss Waterman is now working on














that he noticed between I liLs
college and Stanford. One of the
first things that made a distinct im-
ii keeping with the landscape. Here
he buildings crown the tops of the
hills, but in Stanford they are placed
ding to a careful plan of dis-
s. Another aspect which ap-
pealed to Senor Espinosa was what he
termed the "monastic quiet" of Wel-
"I could write a book here in
the time that it would take me
for themselves. Pro-
the ol
s taught. He ,is ;
ion to judge, for he has taught at
e universities of Chicago, California,
Colorado, and Stanford. It is the
Senor's theory that this difference is
due perhaps to the fact that Wellesley
girls are athletic. He is also im-
pressed with the fact that an atmo-
sphere of courtesy is prevalent here at
Wellesley. "So that," he remarked.
"cne is almost killed with attention!
If I were a visiting professor in some
other colleges, I would hardly be
noticed, but here everyone is kind and
Senor Espincsa praised the Library,
Jushee's field—and libraries are built.
When he goes to Cuba, Senor Es-
ore the Cuban Cultural Center on the
ubject of folk-lore and how we study
in America. His own particular
eld is American and Spanish folk-
ire. In 1920 the American Folk-lore
Society sent him to Spain for a year.
During that time he collected about
three hundred tales which have been
published. While he is in this part of
the country, Professor Espinosa is
vorking at Harvard and will soon pub-
AT WELLESLEY INN
"When dreary without
' Tis cheery within
SPECIAL THIS WEEK
Wool Jersey Tom Boy Dresses $12.75
es, 16 to 20; colors, Rose, Green, Tan, and Nai
Butterfly skirts $5.00
ELEANOR, Inc.
33 Central Street - Wellesley, Mass.
* XLbc Blue Draqon *
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.
Sunday. S.30 to
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
4:00 P. M. Room 124
ACADEMIC COUNCIL.
Friday, Oct. 5: 8:15 A. M. Morning
Chapel. Dean Tufts
invited. (Departments of History and
Geography.)
Saturday, Oct. 6: 8:15 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. President Pendleton will
2:15 P.M. Alumnae Hall. Under the
auspices of the Athletic Association,
Tony Sarg's Marionettes will present
"The Adventures ui Chris-tophcr Colum-
bus." Tickets $1, on sale at EI Table
October 3. Apply also to Emily Goehst,
418 Tower Court.
8:00 P. M. Alumnae Hall. Tony
Sarg's Marionettes (see above).
Sunday, Oct. 7: 11:00 A.M.
mmm] Chapel. Preacher, Rev. CI
N. Arbuckle. First Baptist Cr
Newton Centre.
Monday, Oct 8: 4:40 P.M. Billings
Hall. Professor H. R. Mussey of thi
Department of Economics and So
ciology will speak on "Wellesley Col
lege in Dollars and Cents."
8-10 P. M. Tower Court. President
Pendleton's reception in honor of the
new members of the Faculty.
Tuesday, Oct. 9: 8:15 A.M. Morning
Chapel. President Pendleton will lead.
4:40 P.M. Room 24, Founders HaU.
First of Poet's Series this autumn. Mr.
Joseph Auslander will read from his
'24 Marion Joan Eddy to Mr. Leeds
Armstrong Wheeler, Harvard '18 and
Harvard Law '23.
Ruth Phillips to Mr. Harland Wil-
Dorothy Lewis to Mr. Samuel
Mitchell.





7:00 P.M. Eliot House. Christian
Association Meeting.
Note: Exhibition of Copies of Paint-
ings by Old Masters continued at Art
Museum.
ALUMNAE NOTES
The t of Dorothy &
to Jack Brown, Harvard, and th
Mary Lichliter to Hugh Porter, N
western '23 and Union Theological
Seminary '30, last week appeared
roneously as marriage notices.
'24 Helen Marion Vaughan to
Rupert H. Crehore.
'25 Harriet Patterson to Mr. Lowell
Clemens Noyes. brother of Margaret
'26 Phyllis W. Albert to Mr.
Greenleaf Eliot.
H. Elizabeth Smith to Mr. George
Leber Meleney, Dartmouth '23.
'27 Marion Williamson to Mr.
mund Robinson Childs.
Marjorie Copland to Mr. Alvi
Baum of Chicago.
'91 Grace E. W. Sprague to Mr.
Walter Burr Foster, July 5, in Hing-
'12 Norah V. Foote to Mr. Edgar A.
Rollwage, October 8, 1927.
"15 Ruth Benton to Mr. William Al-
vord Burke, Williams '09.
'18 Gisela Haslett to Mr. Sherman
Asche, September 28, 1927.
Elsa Graefe to Mr. Russell Wayne
Whitney, June 3, 1924.
Helen Howe to Mr. Harold B. Yea-
Mary Esther Smith to Mr. Roscoe L.
Dorothy Onthank Fortin to Mr. Rob-
ert Clarke White, August 30.
•19 Hazel Martin to Mr. L. Harold
Hinrichs, September 17.
'21 Christine Henshey to Mr. John
Moss, of Reading. Pa., June 30.
Marguerite Jackson to Mr. Leslie
Beitler Dulley, Princeton '23.
'22 Emily Eizabeth Gordon to Rev.
James Russell Chandler, August 31.
Ethel Halsey to Mr. Robert Edward
Blum, August 15.
Gertrude Wade to Mr, James Bern-
and Elliott, July 19.
Dorothy Bogart to Mr. Kenneth
Henry Kalenbach, July 28.
'23 Dorothy W. Hawes to Mr. Wil-
liam Henry Pool, July 15. at Sherborn,
Aiice Richardson
Duncan, Sept. 1. at Montclair,
Dorothy Appletoi
Malcolm Lowell McElroy, Sept.
'25 Marion Wilson to Mr. Willi
Victor Weir, June 30.
Peg Seaver to Mr. Edwin Fowle
Maiden. Sept. 29.
Emily Bosley to Mi
Kimberly. January 9.
Florence S. Wyle t
! C. Brown
K. Titus, Yale '24, October 6, 1927.
Mary Butler to Mr. Ralph White.
August 20.
Helen C. Ebersbach to Lieut. Wil-
liam McKinley Reifel, U. S.N., Aug. 11.
Katharine Hartman to Mr. Ralph
Emerson Axley, Univ. of Wisconsin '23,
U. W. Law '25, September 6.
Katherine C. Menzie to Mr. Guy S.
Lucy A. Shea to Mr. John Andrew
McQuire, Jr., June 25.
Jane Whigham to Mr. Montgomery
Meggs Atwater, Harvard '26, July 2.
Jean Harris to Mr. David J. Slenk-
,
University of Penn. '23, June 5.
Agnes Graham to Mr. Harold Wen-
dover Walton, August 2.
'27 Kitty Graves to Mr. John Wal-
r Johnson, September 8.
Blanche Weatherhead to Mr. J.
Booth Harris.
Gladys Howland to Mr. Charles G.
Allen, Dartmouth '27, September 13.
Helen Innes to Mr. Joseph Miller
Goldsmith, Univ. of Penn. '21, Aug. 22.
Sally Franklin to Mr. Stanley Mil-
ledge, September 1.
Rosamond Lane to Mr. Milton Ed-
ward Lord, September 8.
'28 Barbara Allen to Mr. James
Frederick Brittain. M. I. T. '22. in
Edith Bernstein to Mr. Ferdinand
Westheimer, June 20.
Phoebe Seward to Mr. Theodore
Dwight Bunce, August 4.
To Miriam Savage Coburn, a daugh
ter, Carolyn Anne, August 25.
'13 To Edith Wilson Phillips. J
daughter, Judith, August 24.
14 To Frances Bogert Clinch, i
second son and third child, Williarr
Bogert, June 26.
16 To Mary Louise Hamilton Alle-
in, a second son and third child
John Norwood, Jaunary 27, in Shang-
To Marion Shuman Decker, a daugh-
r and second child. Anne Shuman
August 14.
'85 Julia Merry Ward, Jul
Summit, N. J.






"Your name is great
in mouths of wisest
censure" —
Othello had his faults. But we can
forgive him everything because he
gave us a perfect caption for an
opinion the United States Supreme
Coca-Cola:
"The name now characterizes a bev-
erage to be had at almost any soda
fountain. It means a single thing
coming from a single source, and
well known to the community.
"




to be worn without
underwear
Liiycerie that moulds the figlire to the
fashionable silhouette of today. Lin-
gerie that emphasizes the charm of
femininity. Lingerie that in onoMii-de
feather-weight BON TOJN garment
replaces the girdle, the vest, the
panties and the brassiere oi bandeau.
Without stays, without ev n elastic,
they smoothly and unknowingly
mould the figure, give the neee>>arv
support and provide a cha rni of un-
broken but supple line t lat lends
itself admirably to the form -revealill"
modes of outer apparel.
ndly tell me how to obtaii
rie moulding garments:
these BON TON
These very fashionable garments . . .
sheer, beautiful, flattering, washable
. . . are lighter in weight, softer and
smoother in feel than several under-




THE BLUE SPRUCE LODGE













Now Open Under New Management
Caters to private parties, bridge parties, teas.
Tel. Needham 0171 ' 1585 Great Plain Avenue
Lovely new importations arrive each day
in the
SHOP OF BARBARA GORDON
Gifts of Charm and Distinction
Arcade Wellesley, Mass.
CHRYSLER SALES & SERVICE
104 Irving Street
Framingham
R. AMOROSO, Prop.
